
Company Overview

Easy Access Control, 
Automated Enforcement, 
Powerful Protection
Automated policy enforcement and data security to easily control and 
protect sensitive data — minimize risks sooner and unlock value faster. 

Many organizations are rushing to big data cloud 
platforms like Snowflake, analyzing data to build better 
products, produce happier customers, and gain an 
edge over their competition. At the same time, rapidly 
changing privacy regulations require controls around 
data to minimize privacy risk. These controls have been 
difficult to implement, scale, and maintain with manual 
implementation processes and expensive, complex 
software. And none provide a complete solution to 
controlling and protecting data from end to end. 

ALTR offers a faster, easier way to control and protect 
data from on-premises to the cloud, across your  
entire enterprise.
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ALTR CAN HELP YOU:

Control Your Data with Automated  
Policy Enforcement
•   Industry-first Data Usage Heatmaps and drill-down 

Analytics dashboards enable informed policy creation

•   Automated, tag-based access controls

•   Easy data masking on sensitive and regulated data

•   Integrations with enterprise data governance 
solutions to enable unified policy-based controls

Protect Sensitive Date with Patented  
Security Technologies 
•   Thresholding functionality that sends an alert, slows, 

or stops abnormal data access to halt credentialed 
access attacks

•   Tokenization-as-a-service to secure data at rest

•   Seamless integration into existing InfoSec tools

•   Smart DB drivers connect to leading databases  
and stop SQL injections
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ALTR is the only automated policy enforcement and data security solution that allows 

you to easily and powerfully control and protect sensitive data, wherever it is, to 

minimize risks sooner and unlock value faster.  Start today at get.altr.com/free.

Complete data control  
and protection

WHY CUSTOMERS PICK ALTR:

Ease of implementation
No on-prem hassles or consultant costs. No proxies 
requiring application or user behavior changes. ALTR 
was born in the cloud and integrates natively with 
cloud data platforms like Snowflake.

No code required to set up or manage
Easily implement policy to govern and protect data 
without writing code in SQL or YAML.

Complete solution
With ALTR’s complete data control, you can visualize 
data usage, detect anomalies and alert on them, 
block threats in real-time, and tokenize critical data. 
ALTR integrates with enterprise governance and 
security platforms to automate control over your data, 
wherever it lives.

Scalable pricing
Because ALTR is built for the cloud, there’s no large  
up-front commitment - you can start for free and 
upgrade as needed.

“The most advanced data governance and 
protection technology on the market.”

— ADAM BLUE, CTO, Q2

Leaders trust ALTR: 

Q2, a multi-billion dollar digital banking solutions 
company, selected ALTR to create Q2 TrustView, 
which is helping 450+ Q2 enterprise banking 
customers and over 17 million end users with 
unmatched data security.

CUSTOMERS INCLUDE:

PARTNERS INCLUDE:
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